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The Hamilton Tractor Plow
A Better Implement Does Not Exist

UK Hamilton tractor plow scours under adverse conditions. 
It turns a smooth furrow and provides a compact seed bed, 

putting all trash in the bottom of the furrow. A wide range of 
close adjustments enables the operator to turn a furrow of the 
exact depth required. When opening the field, the front bottom 
can be adjusted to turn a furrow of any depth.

The quick-detachable-share arrangement is one of the special 
features of the Hamilton. The shares can be remov ed without 
the use of a wrench. It requires only a few minutes to unscrew 
the hand nut or wheel and kick the share off the plow. There 
is no time wasted«-the change can he made in a v ery few minutes. 
Any man who knows plows will appreciate this feature to the full.

This is the* power lift plow meaning that the tractor furnishes the power to lift 
the plow. A slight pull on the rope by the operator from his seat raises and 
lowers the bottoms a very simple and easy operation. The lift is high with good 
clearance. Levers which are long and convenient are in easy reach of the operator 
and govern plowing depth.

The Hamilton tractor plow is substantially built throughout. The beams are 
exceptionally heavy, of high grade carbon steel, rigidly fastened together by heavy 
braces. Two or three-bottom sizes. The hitch has good range of adjustment 
up and down and sideways. Careful protection is made against dust getting into 
wear bearings. Wooden break pin is to minimize danger of damage to plow.

Purchasers of Hamilton tractor plows have for years assured themselves of plowing 
and satisfaction and will now be more certain than ever of good plowing. No 
better implement exists than the Hamilton tractor plow. Write the nearest address 
below for complete information.

International Harvester Company of Canada, Limited
BRANCH HOUSES:

WEST Brandon, Man., Calgary, Alta., Edmonton, Alta., Eatevan, Saak., Lethbridge, Alta., N. Battleford, Sask., Regina, Sask.,
Saskatoon, Sask., Winnipeg, Man., Yorkton, Sask.

EAST Hamilton, Ont., London, Ont., Montreal, Que., Ottawa, Ont.. Quebec, Que., St. John, N.B


